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29 June 2007

Dear Mr David Bond

Annual Review 20\)6-07

I am pleased to forward to you a copy of the Standards Board for England's Annual
Review 2006-07. I have also enclosed copies for your Chief Executive, Leader, and Chair
of your standards committee.

Relevant authorities are taking greater ownership of the ethical agenda and as a result it
is becoming more embedded at a local level. Your work, along with the work of your
colleagues, is vital to ensure this continues.

During 2006-07 the review of the Code of Conduct was completed and a revised Code
has now come into effect. We are pleased to say that the government accepted the
majority'of our recommendations and, broadly speaking, it is lighter and less festr-H::tive.

We have continued to hit key performance targets. Complaints are turned around quickly
and we continue to complete 90% of cases within six months.

I would like to thank those of you at a local level who have risen to the challenges of
handling more cases locally and who continue to support our work.

Yours sincerely

~~
David Prince
Chief Executive

Confidence in local democracy



In terms of selfless public service
and ethical conduct, local
government has a lot to be proud

of. But, in the modern world, the high
standards on which the future well-

being of local government depends
can't be left to maintain themselves.

They need to be consciously upheld.
They need to be jealously guarded.
And sometimes they need to be
fought for.

Page 04
Moving to our new role:
Foreword from the Chair
and Chief Executive

In this review of 2006-07, we report
on the changes to the ethical system
which are putting responsibility for
upholding standards firmly where it
belongs; at the heart of every local
authority's culture. And we explain
how, at the Standards Board for
England, we've continued to develop
our new role as a strategic regulator,
in order to support and guide those
in local government on their journey
to achieving even higher standards.

Page 10
Faster,more effective,
more local

Page 12
A framework for

local champions
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Moving to our new role

Foreword from the Chair and Chief Executive

In last year's review, we talked about change and
devolution, as the process got underway to put ownership
of the standards agenda in the hands of local government.
12 months on, we can report good progress on all fronts.
The chat1ges in the ethical framework, and the role of the
Standards Board within it, started to gather pace during
2006-0'7,as we began our relocation to Manchester.

At the hear1of developing the new system
As we write, at the end of an eventful year; new arrangements for local
government are rapidly taking shape. The revised Code of Conduct has
come into effect - providing greater clarity about the role of councillors and
removing many of the restrictions that have sometimesmade it difficult for them
to speak up-fortheir communitieseffectively. And the Local Government and
Public Involvement in Health Bill, which will allow local standards committees
to take charge of ensuring that the Code is upheld, is on course to become
law by autumn 2007.

We welcome these developments, having always believed that standards
can most effectively be championed by those most closely involved, at a local
level; and that the main role of the Standards Board should be that of a light
touch strategic regulator.We believe that a locally based approach will help
embed high standards of ethical conduct in each authority, and increase the
public's trust in their locally elected representatives.

So we're pleased that we've remained right at the heart of the process
involved in developing the new system, working closely with the Department
for Communities and Local Government and local government itself to ensure
that the new lighter touch Code will be as clear and workable as possible. We
have also been developing the materials sind resources that will enable us to
provide local authorities with the help and guidance they need to fulfil their
own increased responsibilities. .

'.,
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Getting it right locally
While the new locally based ethical system is not yet
completely in place, it's important to stress that a great
deal of progress has already been made.

The moveto local investigationof complaints is continuing,
with over half of all cases that needed to be investigated
handled by local authorities in 2006-07. And, from
research we carried out during the year, a generally
positive picture emerges of how local authorities are
responding to the changes taking place.

Overall, there is a wide consensus that standards of
conduct have improved since the Standards Board was
established. Most encouragingly, we see strong evidence
that local authorities- from chief executives and political
leaders to standards committees and monitoring officers
- are embracing their new role as champions of high
standards, and gaining confidence in their ability to play
it effectively.

But there's still a long way to go. As you will see later
in the review, our research also highlighted the fact
that many local authorities are very conscious that their
workload will increase under the new system; and, more
generally, our findings strongly underlined the need for
the Standards Board to continue to provide guidance and
support, as well as dealing with the most complicated
cases or those that raise special issues. (You'll find
details of some of the cases we investigated in the
last year throughout this review.)

More local
investigations Mpving northt

.,



Heading north to higher.standard~,
We're pleased to say that: as was the
case last year, the facts and figures
show that the Standards Board has

been doing its job effectively. DespIte
a challenging and eventful year,we
have met our most important targets,
including:
-+ 100% of telephone enquiries

having received a substantive
response within two wotking days
(excluding case-related issues).

-+ 91% of correspondence having
received a substantive response
within five working days of receipt
(excluding case-related issues).

-+ An average of nine days from
receipt of allegation to notification.

-+ 90% of cases referred for

investigation completed within
six months.

From our research, we also have
evidence that the increasing number
of cases investigated at local level
are being dealt with effectively.

As the journey towards local
ownership of the standards agenda
has continued, we have been on the
move: in June 2006, we completed
the first phase of our relocation
to Manchester. Our policy and
guidance department led the way,
and were followed northwards by

the rest of our team over the course

of the year.The relocation was
completed in April 2007 - with a
minimum of disruption to the work
of the Standards Board. We support
the government's policy of relocating
national bodies from London, and
have achieved positive benefits
for the organisation in terms of
high quality recruitment and lower
property costs. You'll find our new
contact details on the back cover
of this review.

During the year, Board members
John Bowers QC, Professor Alan
Doig, Margaret Pratt and Paul
Sabapathy CBE came to the end
of their terms of office. All had
served since the Standards Board's
formation in 2001, and made a
very valuable contribution to our....

gradually improving pertormance
over the last six years. We thank
them warmly, and will miss their
considered expertise. In their place,
we welcome four new members:

Councillors Shirley Flint, Beatrice
Fraenkel,Mehboob Khan and Sir Ron
Watson. Between them, they bring
us a wealth of new exp~rtise across
a range of important issues for
local government, including health,
housing, urban regeneration and
the environment.

~ "My own role as Chair should also, have finished this year, six years
having elapsed since my appointment.
I have been asked by the minister to stay

\

on until 30 June 2008 in order to see fully
in place the new Code, the new legislation
and our move to Manchester. And this

I have agreed to." Sir Anthony Holland
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Moving forward together
In summary, it's been a year of real

progress, as the vision of a truly
local approach to upholding
ethical standards has started to

become reality.

But, of course, there's no room
for complacency; and we believe
the continued success of this

devolutionary,process will depend on
the quality of the partnership between
local authorities and the Standards

Board, and the willingness of both
sides to play their complementary
roles with en'ergy and enthusiasm.
We need a culture of high standards
in every authority in the country;
accepted as the norm, and as a part
of our politicat culture.

If they really embrace the new
system, local authorities have the
opportunity to reinforce their position
as leaders in standards of conduct,
setting an example to other bodies
they work with and to the community
at large. Meanwhile, as we evolve into
a strategic regulator,we will be better
able to provide the independent
monitoring and oversight that are
essential for the public to feel
confident that the highest possible
standards are being maintained.

Sir Anthony Holland, Chair

David Prince, Chief Executive



Our year in brief

Our strategic regulator role

;

Defining the framework

Ensuring effective local performance

\,
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Faster, more effective, more local

So how, in terms of hard facts and figures, did the Standards Boa'rd
perform last year? Pretty well, as you can see. Most notably we provided
a significantly faster response to allegations received and referred many
more cases for local investigation. The process of devolution we talked
about last year is rapidly becoming reality.

New readers start here

The Standards Board for England was established by
the Local GovernmentAct 2000, to help build confidence

in local democracy by overseein~ the Code of Conduct
- a set of rules that all members of local authorities

must follow when elected or appointed.

As you have read, this Code has recently been revised,
and our role in overseeing it is evolving. But, in the
broadest terms, the job we were originally set up to
do remains unchanged. The Standards Board exists
to promote high standards of ethical behaviour; to give
guidance to local standards committees and monitoring
officers, to help them carry out their work fairly and
effectively; and to receive and investigate complaints of
misconduct, referring cases locally whenever possible.

Intotal, we cover over 100,000

elected and co-opted members of:
~ 8,500 parish councils
~ 386 district, borough, unitary,

metropolitan, county and London
borough councils

~ 47 fire and civil defence
authorities

~ 43 police authorities
~ seven national park authorities

~ six passenger transport authorities
~ the Broads Authority
~ the Greater London Authority
~ the Council of the Isles of Scilly
~ the Common Council of the City

of London

Tofind out more about who we are,
please turn to page 26, where you'll
find information about our Chair,
Deputy Chair and Board members.

3,549 allegations received
620/0 of allegations from members of the public
19% of allegations referred for investigation
Nine days to decide whether to refer a cor:t1plaint
for investigation
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A framework for local champions

By the time you read this, the revised Code of Conduct will have 'come
into effect, following a period of extensive consultation. And the
Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Bill is on course
to become law by autumn 2007. Together, these developments will create
the framework for local authorities to take the major responsibility for
upholding ethical standards into their own hands, and for the Standards
Board to play the role of strategic regulator that we have always believed
should be our main function.

A Code for more effective
representation
Since its introduction in 2001,
the Code of Conduct has played
a valuable role in raising ethical
standards. But, at the same time,
it has been criticised on a number

of grounds, notably for lacking clarity

in certain respects and restricting,
councillors' ability to represent
their communities.

The Standards Board was charged
with leading a major review of the
Code, which started in 2005 with our
own extensive consultation process.
Our recommendations, drawn
from the consultation, were nearly
all accepted by the government.
In January 2007, the government
released a draft revised Code of

Conduct for public consultation,
which finished in March 2007.

Broadly speaking, the new lighter and less restrictive
Code is what we asked for, offering greater scope for
councillors as community advocates, acting on behalf
of the people who elected them and representing local
concerns, while avoiding the pitfalls of confusion or
excessive caution.

More specifically, it clarifies and liberalises rules about
declaring interests; deals with the right to reveal
confidential informationin the public interest;and directly
addresses bullying.

For all these reasons, we believe that the revised Code
will enable councillors to represent their communities
more effectively, and be good for local democracy.

For a more detailed account of how it has changed,
please see our guidance 'The Code of Conduct:
Guide for members', available from our website at
www.standardsboard.gov.uk



A bill for loca'l goverm;nent.
The Local Government and Public,
Involvementin HealthBill will .,.

make standards a truly local issue,
reversing the centralism of the
original Local Government Act 2000.

The key provision, from our point
of view, is that local standards
committees will be handed

responsibility for receiving complaints
and deciding whether they should
be investigated.

This, in turn, will clarify the Standards
Board's new role as a strategic
regulator, with the responsibility
to monitor and promote standards,
and to support and oversee local
authorities in their application of
the Code. Only cases that can't be
handled locally,because of conflicts
of interest or because they raise
issues of particular importance, will
be dealt with.by us. This builds on
the trend which, in 2006-07,saw over
half of all cases investigated locally.

The bill in brief

Main provisions of the Local Government and Public
Involvement in Health Bill that relate to our work include:
-+ Standards committees to be responsible for receiving

allegations and deciding whether any action needs to
be taken.

-+ Standards committees must be chaired by an
independent member.

-+ Standards committees to report periodically to the
Standards Board.

-+ TheCodeof Conductto coverprivateconductwhere
it constitutes a criminal offence for which the member
has been convicted.

-+ Standardscommitteesto be allowed to enter intojoint
working arrangementswith other standards committees.

-+ The Standards Board to be responsible for monitoring
and ensuring the effectiveness of local arrangements,
including supporting authoritieswhich are experiencing
difficulties and driving up their performance.

Tofind out more about the bill, please visit the
Bills & Legislation section at www.parliament.uk/business
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Alternatives to ordering an
investigation
We're very keen to ensure that our
response to the complaints we
receive is appropriate and not
wasteful of public money. And
sometimes, we take the view that
a complaint does not need to be
investigated, either by the Standards
Board or at local level.

In such cases, our ethical standards
officers have the option of issuing
monitoring officers with directionsito
take action to solve local problems.
This might, for example, involve
training for the whole council;
guidance on proper procedures;
or mediationbetweenopposing .~

factions. The aim, whatever the

specific circumstances, is to help the
council improve its own effectiveness
and conduct, at a far lower cost iri
time and moneythan an investigation.

Usually,as in the followingexample,
we issue directions in situations
where we believe a case has broad
relevance for the governance of an
authority, and is not just about the
misconduct of a particular member.

Issuing directions: A case in point
Last year,we received a complaint alleging that a number
of councillors on Bath and North East SomersetCouncil
had failed to complete the section in the members' register
of interests that relates to any house, other property or
land that they owned within the council's area.

One of our ethical standards officers looked into the

complaint and concluded that there was a possible
breach of the Code of Conduct's provisions on the
declaration of beneficial interests. She then wrote
to the council's monitoring officer, directing that all
the councillors should be required to complete the
relevant register of financial and other interests, fully
and accurately. The matter was resolved and no
investigation was necessary.

Increasing confidence, together
So, with the revised Code in place and the bill soon to
become law, members will have the platform on which
to prove themselves leaders in ethical standards, further
increasing confidence in local democracy.

But we're well aware that this is not just an opportunity,
but also a challenge: to fulfil their new, wider and more
demanding responsibilities successfully, standards
committees will need access to high quality support
and guidance.

.
'.,
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The Standards Board vyillbe on hand to provide this
. support.Currently,we're puttingthe finishingtouches

to a programme of training and guidance materialsr

and activities for standards committees and monitoring
officers. This includes:

-+ A guide for members to the revised Code: now
available on our website and in booklet form.

-+ A summer series of roadshows: hosted across the

country, in 11cities, during June 2007- a chance to
focus on the implementation of the new Code, and
discuss any concerns about dealing with complaints.

-+ A new DVD: bringing to life revisions to the Code,
using dramatised scenarios; available in July 2007.

There is also our Annual Assembly on 15-16 October 2007
at the International Convention Centre in Birmingham.
We've titled it 'Down to Detail: Making local regulation
work' - which will give you a pretty clear idea of the
agenda. We'll be putting the entire process of dealing
with complaints locally under the microscope, from
looking at the local filter process to discussing how best
to engage senior executives and political leaders.

This is an unmissable event for standards committees

determined to make local regulation work. We expect
to fill every place, as last year's assembly sold out
two months in advance; to find out more visit
www.annualassembly.co.uk

For more information on any aspect of our
commitment to helping local authorities
maintain the highest standards, please visit
our website www.standardsboard.gov.uk or
contact our enquiries line on 0845 078 8181.

Case Study>

Former mayor disqualified for
improper conduct
Councillor Anthony Prior,the former
Mayor of Chard Town Council and
a member of South Somerset District

Council, was disqualified for nine
months in June 2006, for improper
conduct towards the town clerk.

The Adjudication Panel for England
tribunal heard that Councillor Prior had

inappropriately asked the clerk to go on
holiday with him, offering her £500 as a
present if she declined. He later issued
her with a written warning when he found
out that she had written a grievance letter
to the Standards Board, and also issued

a press release in which he made an
unjustified attack on her and published
herhomephonenumber.

~.
The tribunal found that Councillor Prior's

behaviour was disrespectful to the clerk,
and brought his office into disrepute.
But not all the complaints against him
were upheld, as the tribunal accepted
that on some occasions he was

motivated by genuine concerns over
the clerk's performance.

The decision helps to clarify the
distinction between legitimate criticism
of council officers and inappropriate
conduct. Members should, of course,

have the right to challenge officers, within
the Code; but performance issues should
always be addressed in accordance
with the authority's procedures, in an
appropriate way, and in the proper forum.



Case Study>
Councillor banned twice over

Councillor Christopher Jarvis of HullCity Council received two separate disqualifications,
of 15 months and 12 months, after being investigated by the Standards Board for allegedly failing
to comply with the Code of Conduct. In the first case, the Adjudication Panel for England found that
Mr Jarvis had brought his office into disrepute by failing to declare,la personal and prejudicial interest
when funding of a community centre, of which he was the leaseholder,was discussed. In the second,

he was found to have broken the Code by repeatedly behaving in ah aggressive!y disruptive,
vindictive and abusive manner in dealings with other councillors.'



Ethics in action: Finding out what works

Over the last two years, we've commissioned a number of research
projects. These have given us a greatly increased understanding of the
ethical environment as it is today, in local government - and of the
challenges we face, in terms of raising standards, under the new framework.
We now have a much clearer picture of what works; and of what the
Standards Board can do to help local authorities make things work better.

One year, four completed
research projects
During2006-07, four major research
studies were completed, from which
the findings we discuss in the
following pages are drawn. Thefirst
looked at components of an ethical
environment; that's to say, the
conditions that need to be created

locally in order for high ethical
standards to be maintained. The
second focused on the role of the

Standards Board; how it is perceived
by members, and what they want
from us. The third provided us with
a national snapshot of how local
standardscommitteesand monitoring
officers are performing, and how
they are adapting to their changing
roles.The fourth was an investigation
of stakeholgers' perceptions of
the culture and values of the
Standards Board.

Standards committees: Lapdog, watchdog or guide dog?
Generally,standards committees around the country say
they are adapting well to their new role, and feel confident
that, with the right support, they will be able to cope with
their increased workload. There is widespread belief in
local government that s~ndards committees are effective
in promoting an ethical environment, and confidence in
their impartiality.

A useful analogy drawn from one of our studies suggests
there are three broad types of standards committees.
A lapdog committee is ineffective, often due to lack of
resources or political interference. A watchdog committee
fulfils the statutory role, keeping an eye on member
conduct and overseeing operation of the Code. But a
guide dog committee goes further, seeing itself not just
as a regulatory body, but as a champion of ethical
conduct, responsible for helping and supporting members
in raising standards.

Encouragingly, there's evidence of an increasing number
of guide dogs out there, as more committees show
a willingness to tackle the more demanding role. A key
factor in achieving the highest standards of conduct will
be the creation of mature :?ndconstructive relationships,
in which elected and independent members genuinely
work together to achieve the common goal of putting in
place and monitoring a robust local ethical framework.
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Monitoring the views of monitoring
officers

Monitoringofficers, too, seem generally
positiveabouttheirchanging role.From
our nationalsnapshot study, we hear
that the vast majorityfeel that they have
good working relationshipswith their
standards committees, and are well
supported by their chief executives.

But here again, a theme that emerges
very clearly is the need for support
and guidance from the Standards
Board,as the newsystemcomes1
into operation. Less than half of all
monitoring officers agree that they
are confident they are fully prepared
for the changes in their role. We urge
leadersand chief executivesto 'oN

ensure that monitoring officers are
properly resourced and supported
in carrying out these difficult and
demanding responsibilities- and s6
have confidence in the quality and
robustness of the advice that they
give to underpin effective democracy.

Finding out what members need from us
And, broadly, the same applies at every level: council
leaders and standards committees, as well as monitoring
officers, all expressed some concern about the greater
responsibility and increased workload that they will face
under the new regime.

From our research during the last year,we're also aware
of a number of more specific issues that will need to
be addressed; for example, the potential difficulty of
recruiting independent members capable of chairing
standards committees, as will be required by the
changes to the framework; and the potentially negative
impact of local investigations on the relationships
between standards committees, monitoring officers and
elected members. The challenge here is to learn from
experience, and to put in place preventative measures
for the future.

In areas such as these, the Standards Board will clearly
have a lot of work to do. But, generally, we're very
pleased that members are adapting well to the new
locally based system; that thevalue of championing high
standards is increasingly recognised; and that the role of
the Standards Board, in providing support and guidance,
is widely understood.

You can be confident that we'll continue to play that role
with energy and commitment.

Leadership is important, too
One further general point strongly underlined by our
research concerns the importance of leadership in creating
and maintaining a healthyethical climate. There's a broad
consensus that politicqJleaders in particular, along with
chief executives, have a vital role to play in this respect;

and the majority of interviewees i~ leadership positions
were happy to take responsibility for setting standards.



A generally positive pi~ture: Key findings
The following are some of the key findings from research studies
completed in 2006-07. For more ~etails, please see our website.

~ Importance of high standards
of conduct

80% of respondents (including
members and officers) believe
that high standards of behaviour
for members is one of the most

important issues facing local
government.

~ A high level of support for the
Code of Conduct

93% of respondents (members
and officers) support the
requirement for members to sign
a Code of Conduct.

~ Improved ethical behaviour
44% of respondents (members
and officers) believe that
standards of ethical conduct in
local authorities have improved
over the last few years, compared
to 27% in 2004. 81% of monitoring
officers and 63% of standards
committee members believe that

they have had a positive impact
on the behaviour of members.

~ Positive impacts of local investigations
In authorities where a local investigation has taken
place, 69% of monitoring officers report positive
impacts of local investigations,including raised
awareness of the standards committee and Code

within the authority, raised public awareness of the
Code, and making the authority more transparent
and open.

~ Positive impacts of local hearings
In authorities where a local hearing has taken
place, 89% of standqrds committee members report
a positive impact of local hearings, including raised
awareness of the standards committee and Code
of Conduct, a reinforcement of the Code and

improved ethical beh~viour.
~ High levels of support for monitoring officers

Monitoring officers think they are generally supported
by people at a senior level in the authority: 97%
of monitoring officers reported a good working
relationship with the standards committee; 89% that
the chief executive is supportive of them, and 89%
that the chief finance officer is supportive of them.
87% of monitoring officers feel their authority values
the work they do as a,monitoring officer.

~ Good relationships between standards committees
;'Hld r11..nitoring officers
Standards committee members generally believe that
they have a good relationship with their monitoring
officer with 91% indicating a good working relationship,
and 89% that they receive sufficient support from the
monitoring officer.
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Partners in raising standards

Since the Standards Board was set up, it has become
even clearer that the resp.onsibility for setting and upholding
ethical standards needs to be shared as widely as possible.
In this review, we've focused on how we are working with local
authorities to ensure the success of the new framework; but,
over the last year, we hav~ also continued to work in close
partnership with other government bodies and external
organisations, combining our understanding and expertise
with theirs, in pursuit of higher standards.

,~

A new focus on parish councils
If devolution of the system for upholding standards is to be
completely successful, we believe it's essential to develop good,
governance at all levels.That's why during 2006 we submitted a
joint bid - with the National Association of Local Councils (NALC),
the Society for Local Council Clerks (SLCC),and the Improvement
and Development Agency (IDeA) - for funding for two projects
aimed at supporting the work of parish and town councils
and encouraging high standards.

The first is a peer-mentoring programme, which will match trained
councillor mentors with parish and town councils, to share their knowledge
and understanding of good practice. We're also developing a model
agreement to encourage closer relationships between local councils
and the standards committees of their principal local authorities.

",
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,
Giving councils the tools to check their ethical health
During 2006-07, we've continued to work in partnership with the Audit
Commission and the IDeA on our ethical governance toolkit. This will provide
authoritieswith the diagnostic tools they need to taketheir ethical temperature
and identify where improvements can be made.

We have worked this year to ensure the toolkit reflects the new Code of
Conduct, as well as findings from our research into the components of
an ethical environment. It is consistent with the new Framework for Good
Governance in Local Government from the Chartered Institute of Public.

Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA)and the Society of Local Authority Chief
Executives (SOLACE)which we have endorsed, particularly its emphasis
on upholding standards of conduct and behaviour as an integrated part
of good governance.

Already, a number of authorities have used the
toolkit to undertake an ethical governance health
check with the support of the IDeA, and more than
4,000 members and officers have completed the
Audit Commission's ethical govertJancesurvey.

Building the Code into the
planning process
The Planning Advisory Service (PAS)
is part of the IDeA and aims to promote
good practice in the local authority
planning sector - working with
elected members, chief executives

and professional planners.

We've been working closely with
the PASto ensure that the guidance
it provides on probity and planning
is consistent with the revised Code
of Conduct. We've also contributed

to the Planning Leadership
Academy events run by the PAS
for elected members with strategic
planning responsibilities. .



Making a success of partnerships

One of the key message? in our
submission to the Lyons Inquiry . .
into local governmentconcerned .',.

a potential pitfall of increased
partnership working. We warned of
an accountability gap, which could
be damaging to public confidence,
unless individuals and bodies

involved in joint decision-making
are seen to operate to a consistent
standard of conduct.

The Standards Board will be working
to address this issue. We are

developing a project with Manchester
City Council to explore what
appropriate behaviour in partnership
working should look like. We aim to
arrive at a definition of standards that
is both robust and flexible enough
to be applied to a wide variety of
partnership arrangements.

Initially,the success of the project will
be tested regionally,as organisations
.workingwith Manchester City Council
will be invited to sign up to our draft
agreement. Subsequently however,
we hope that it will form the basis
on which the Standards Board can

provide national guidance on shared
standards in partnership working.

Case Study>

Councillor accused of predetermined view on planning

application
We received a complaint that Councillor Brian Woodrow brought
his office or authority into disrepute by taking part in decisions on
the development of the King's Cross Central site in Camden, despite
having a predetermined view on the issue.

It was alleged that he spoke to The Architects' Journal, expressing
concerns about outline planning applications for the site, before
they were considered by the council; and that, after the Journal
published his comments, he failed to write to the publication
explaining that he did not have a predetermined view of the
applications. It was also alleged that he improperly discussed the
proposed planning applications with a member of staff at English
Heritage, which was a statutory consultee on the applications.

The Adjudication Panelfor England found that Councillor Woodrow's,
comments indicated a strong predisposition against the applications,
and that he had attempted to win over English Heritage to his way
of thinking. The tribunal also found that whilst Councillor Woodrow
had a strong disposition against the applications, he could ultimately
have been persuadable to aq.alternative view and therefore did
not hold a predetermined view on the applications. This established
a clear difference between being predisposed and being
predetermined towards a particular view.

The tribunal decided that he rad failed to comply with paragraph
four of the Code of Conduct ih relation to his telephone calls to

English Heritage. But he was found not to have contravened
the Code in his discussions with The Architects' Journal or by his
failure to write to the Journal.

Taking a number of factors into account, including Councillor
Woodrow's many years of distinguished service on the Council,
the tribunal decided that no sanction should be imposed on him.






